
New Jo� Men�
7 Grimsby Road, North East Lincolnshire, United Kingdom

+441472350038 - http://www.newjoytakeaway.com

On this website, you can find the complete menu of New Joy from North East Lincolnshire. Currently, there are
14 courses and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about New Joy:
First of all I used to work with the girl who set this up with her family and she is lovely. That was a few years ago
and this is the first time I have used this takeaway, after my mum recommended them and my god I will not be

going anywhere else now. The food was so fresh and cooked perfectly, and there was loads. They also included
a free bag of food. The shop is the cleanest shop I guarantee you will find. I met t... read more. What

B5989QLsamanthad doesn't like about New Joy:
I ordered a takeaway after using these in the past for starters and mains which were historically nice . I’m not

sure if they’ve changed owners as it was awful . Firstly they missed the rice and sweet and sour sauce ordered
for the chicken balls. When I called they only offered to knock the price off the next order. Wouldn’t send sauce

and rice out with a re delivery . On tasting the chicken in the red Thai curry was... read more. Various tasty
seafood dishes are offered by the New Joy from North East Lincolnshire, Here, the meat is freshly cooked on an
open flame. If you're the type for flavorful dishes, then try the Thai dishes, on the daily specials there are also a

lot of Asian dishes.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Mai� course�
RIBS

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sid� dishe�
RICE

Sauce�
BBQ SAUCE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

SATAY

SAMOSAS

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

MEAT

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 17:00-22:30
Wednesday 17:00-22:30
Thursday 17:00-22:30
Friday 16:45-22:30
Saturday 16:45-22:30
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